
Round 6 - Brands Hatch GP



FP1 on Friday morning was hard work. The settings we used weren’t 
giving me much of a feel on the bike, so we pitted twice to change the 
settings. I got quicker as the session went on but I knew I could go much 
quicker if we got the bike dialled in. I was working with Gary to try and make me 
more comfortable on the bike, we changed the front end by adding some oil to the 
forks to hold off the bottom to give me some support but we didn’t want to change too 
much at a time. We were all set for FP2, and then the heavens opened! Not ideal since we 
really could have used all the track time, but everyone was in the same position.

Round 6 of the Supersport Championship at Brands Hatch GP was a hot one! We came into the weekend hope-
ful for a good result, since we’ve been here for Stock 6 so many times. The weather played a bigger part in the 
weekend than we thought with rain cancelling play for FP2. 



Onto qualifying and I felt better on 
the bike. Gary and I were still work-
ing on set up, but we were gambling 
a lot of set up ideas to see if anything 
would work. We sat outside the top 
10 for the first half of the session 
before pitting for new tyres. My best 
time was actually my last lap, with a 
1.48.542, 0.4 faster than my 2nd 
fastest lap, and 1 second faster than 
FP1.



Race 1 was hard work, since we lost so much track time. We took another gamble on set up and it didn’t pay off. In 
a slipstream in qualifying I was running out of revs, so we had no choice but to take a gamble going into race 1. I 
made a good start and held position into the first section, but lost 4 places on lap 1 after being pushed wide. A few 
battles caught on Eurosport and a close call with Rispoli down the back straight! We ended in 8th, but only qualified 
in 13th for race 2, which wasn’t ideal! 



Race 2 was a definite improvement on the bike, and although we started from further back, we made a good start and 
got up to 8th in lap 1. From then we had a pretty lonely race running in 8th! We suffered a bit with tyre wear, but since 
there was 2 x GP2 riders ahead, we finished 6th in our class, and added another 18 points to the tally over the week-
end. I now sit 7th in the championship and 1st in the teams’ championship, so we can’t be too disappointed! 




